Deploy web applications on premises and in the cloud

Scalable and elastic web platform
Web hosting platforms like IIS are the foundation for cloud computing, and
they need both scalability and elasticity to be effective. A platform has scalability
if it allows additional resources such as processing power, memory, or storage to
be provisioned to meet increasing demand. For example, if users of applications
running on your web server farm are complaining about delays and slow
performance, you may need to add more servers to your farm to scale outward.
Or you might upgrade your existing servers by adding more memory to scale
them upward. Elasticity, on the other hand, means allowing such additional
resources to be provisioned automatically on demand.
Whether you are an enterprise hosting line of business (LoB) applications or
a cloud hosting provider managing a multi-tenant public cloud, IIS 8 in Windows
Server 2012 can enhance both the scalability and elasticity of your hosting
environment. IIS 8 provides increased scale through improved Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) scalability, better manageability via centralized SSL certificate support,
Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)-aware scalability to provide greater
performance on cutting-edge hardware, and other new features and
enhancements.
NUMA-aware scalability
High-end server hardware is rapidly evolving. Powerful servers that are too
expensive today for many smaller businesses to acquire will soon be
commonplace.
NUMA, which until recently was available only on high-end server
hardware, will probably be a standard feature of commodity servers within the
next two years. NUMA was designed to overcome the scalability limits of the
traditional symmetric multi-processing (SMP) architecture, where all memory
access happens on the same shared memory bus. SMP works well when you have
a small number of CPUs, but it doesn’t when you have dozens of them competing
for access to the shared bus. NUMA alleviates such bottlenecks by limiting how
many CPUs can be on any one memory bus and connecting them with a highspeed interconnection.

How NUMA-aware scalability works
NUMA-aware scalability works by intelligently affinitizing worker processes
to NUMA nodes. For example, let’s say that you have a large enterprise web
application that you want to deploy on an IIS 8 web garden. A web garden is an
application pool that uses more than one worker process. The number of worker
processes used by an application pool can be configured in the Advanced Settings
dialog box of an application pool, and as Figure 4-1 shows, the out-of the-box
configuration for IIS is to assign one worker process to each application pool.

FIGURE 4-1 Configuring a web garden on IIS 8.

By increasing the Maximum Worker Processes setting over its default value
of 1, you change the website associated with your application into a web garden.
On NUMA-aware hardware, the result is that IIS will try to assign each worker
process in the web garden to a different NUMA node. This manual affinity
approach allows IIS 8 to support NUMA-capable systems with more than 64
logical cores. You can also use this approach on NUMA-capable systems with
fewer than 64 logical cores if you want to try and custom-tune your workload.
On NUMA-capable systems with fewer than 64 logical cores, however, you
can simply set Maximum Worker Processes to 0, in which case IIS will start as
many worker processes as there are NUMA nodes on the system to achieve
optimal performance. You might use this approach, for example, if you are a
multi-tenant cloud hosting provider.
Benefits of NUMA-aware scalability
Internal testing by Microsoft has demonstrated the benefits that
enterprises and cloud hosting providers can gain from implementing IIS 8 in their
datacenters. For example, in a series of tests using the default IIS configuration of
one worker process per application pool, the number of requests per second that
could be handled by a web application actually decreased by about 20 percent as
one goes from 32 to 64 cores on systems that are not NUMA-capable because of
increased contention for the shared memory bus on such systems. In similar tests
on NUMA-capable systems, however, the number of requests per second that
could be handled increased by more than 50 percent as one goes from 32 to 64
cores. Such testing confirms the increased scalability that IIS 8 provides through
its NUMA-aware capabilities.
Server Name Indication
In previous versions of IIS, you could use host headers to support hosting
multiple HTTP websites using only a single shared IP address. But if you wanted
these websites to use Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS), then you had a
problem because you couldn’t use host headers. The reason is that host headers
are defined at the application level of the networking stack, so when an incoming
HTTPS request containing a host header comes to a web server hosting multiple
SSL-encrypted websites, the server can’t read the host header unless it decrypts
the request header first. To decrypt the request header, the server needs to use

one of the SSL certificates assigned to the server. Now, typically you have one
certificate for each HTTPS site on the server, but which certificate should the
server use to decrypt the header? The one specified by the host header in the
incoming request. But the request is encrypted, so you basically have a chickenand-egg problem.
The recommended solution in previous versions of IIS was to assign
multiple IP addresses to your web server and bind a different IP address to each
HTTPS site. By doing this, host headers are no longer needed, and IIS can
determine which SSL certificate to use to decrypt an incoming HTTPS request. If
your web server hosts hundreds (or even thousands) of different HTTPS websites,
however, this means that you’ll need hundreds or thousands of different IP
addresses assigned to the network adapter of your server. That’s a lot of
management overhead – plus you may not have that many IP addresses available.
IIS 8 in Windows Server 2012 solves this problem by providing support for
Server Name Indication (SNI), which allows a virtual domain name (another name
for a host name) to be used to identify the network end point of an SSL/TSL
connection. The result is that IIS can now host multiple HTTPS websites, each with
their own SSL certificate, bound to the same shared IP address. SNI therefore
provides the key benefit of increased scalability for web servers hosting multiple
SSL sites, and it can help cloud hosting providers better conserve the dwindling
resources of their pool of available IP addresses.
Both the server and client need to support SNI, and most newer browsers
support SNI as well. Note, however, that Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 doesn’t
support it.
Configuring SNI
SNI can be configured on a per-site basis by editing the bindings for each
HTTPS site from the IIS Manager console. Simply select the Require Server Name
Indication check box as shown in Figure 4-2 and type a host name for the site,
while leaving the IP Address setting as All Unassigned to use the single shared IP
address on the server.

FIGURE 4-2 – Configuring SNI on an SSL site.
Centralized SSL certificate support
Cloud hosting providers that need to host multiple HTTPS websites on each
server in their web farms can also benefit from other SSL-related improvements
in IIS 8. These improvements help make the IIS platform more scalable and
manageable for hosting secure websites.
Managing SSL certificates on servers in web farms running earlier versions
of IIS was time-consuming because the certificates had to be imported into every
server in the farm. This made scaling out your farm by deploying additional
servers a difficult chore. In addition, replicating certificates across servers in a
farm was complicated by the need to ensure manually that certificate versions
were in sync.
IIS 8 now makes managing SSL certificates on servers in web farms much
easier by introducing a new central certificate store that lets you store all the

certificates for your web servers in a file share on the network instead of in the
certificate store of each server.
In addition to enhanced SSL manageability, IIS 8 includes significant
improvements in the area of SSL scalability. For example, in previous versions of
IIS, the certificate for an HTTPS website is loaded into memory (a process that
could take considerable time) upon the first client accessing the site, and the
certificate then remains in memory indefinitely. Hosting only a few SSL sites on an
IIS server, therefore, could lead to large amounts of memory being wasted for
secure sites that were rarely accessed.
In IIS 8, however, once a certificate is loaded into memory, it can now be
unloaded automatically after the secure site has been idle for a configurable
amount of time. In addition, certificates now load into memory almost
instantaneously, which eliminates the delay often experienced by clients
accessing secure sites for the first time in earlier versions of IIS. (Only the
certificates for HTTPS requests are loaded, instead of all the certificates.) This
change means that fewer certificates are kept in memory, which means that more
memory is available on the server for other uses, such as running worker
processes.
These scalability and manageability improvements mean that instead of
hosting fewer than 500 secure sites on a single server, you can now host more
than 10,000 SSL sites on one IIS 8 server. And as the next section discusses,
configuring a central store for SSL certificates also increases the elasticity of your
web farms.
Configuring a central store
To configure IIS to use a central store for storing SSL certificates, you first
need to add the Centralized SSL Certificate Support feature. You can do this by
starting the Add Roles And Features Wizard from Server Manager:

Once this feature has been enabled on your server, opening IIS Manager
will show a Centralized Certificates node in the Management section of your
server’s configuration settings:

Selecting the Centralized Certificates node and clicking the Open Feature
item in the Actions pane displays a message saying that a central certificate’s
location has not yet been set:

Clicking the Edit Feature Settings item in the Actions pane opens a dialog
box that lets you enable this feature and configure the path and credentials for
the shared folder on the network where SSL certificates should be stored:

Note that the certificate password is necessary when you have created PFX
files with a password that protects the private key. In addition, all your PFX files in
the shared certificate store must use the same password. You cannot have a
different password for each PFX file.
You can then group your SSL certificates in the Centralized Certificates pane
by Expiration Date, or Issued By, to manage them more easily:

Once you’ve copied your SSL certificates to the central store, you can
configure SSL websites to use the central store when you add them in IIS
Manager:

Note that you don’t need to select your certificate by name when you add a
new SSL site in IIS Manager. If you had to do this for each new secure site and you
had hundreds or thousands of certificates in your store, this would make
configuring SSL sites too difficult. Instead, you simply make sure that the name of
the certificate matches the host header name for the secure site that uses it. This
dynamic configuration of certificates for SSL sites means that adding an SSL
central store to your web farms makes your farms more elastic.
IIS CPU throttling
Managing CPU resources on farms of web servers in a multi-tenant shared
hosting environment can be challenging. When you are hosting websites and
applications from many different customers, each of them wants to get its fair
share of resources. It’s clearly undesirable when one customer’s site consumes so
much CPU resources that other customers’ sites are starved of the resources they
need to process client requests.
IIS CPU throttling is designed to prevent one website from hogging all the
processing resources on the web server. Previous versions of IIS included a
rudimentary form of CPU throttling that basically just turned off a site once the
CPU resources being consumed by the site reached a certain threshold by killing
the worker processes associated with the site. Of course, this had the undesirable
effect of temporarily preventing clients from accessing the site. As a result, web
administrators sometimes used Windows System Resource Manager (WSRM)

with IIS to control the allocation of processor and memory resources among
multiple sites based on business priorities.
CPU throttling has been completely redesigned in IIS 8 to provide real CPU
throttling instead of just on/off switching. Now you can configure an application
pool to throttle the CPU usage so that it cannot consume more CPU processing
than a user-specified threshold, and the Windows kernel will make sure that the
worker process and all child processes stay below that level. Alternatively, you
can configure IIS to throttle an application pool when the system is under load,
which allows your application pool to consume more resources than your
specified level when the system is idle because the Windows kernel will throttle
the worker process and all child processes only when the system comes under
load.
Configuring CPU throttling
CPU throttling can be configured in IIS 8 at the application pool level. To do
this, open the Advanced Settings dialog box for your application pool in IIS
Manager and configure the settings in the CPU section (see Figure 4-3).

FIGURE 4-3 – Configuring CPU throttling for an application pool.

You can also configure a default CPU throttling value for all application
pools on the server by clicking Set Application Pool Defaults in the Actions pane
when the Application Pools node is selected in IIS Manager.
Application Initialization
Nothing frustrates users more than trying to open a website in their web
browser and then waiting for the site to respond. With previous versions of IIS,
the delay that occurred when a web application was first accessed was because
the application needed to be loaded into memory before IIS could process the
user’s request and return a response. With complex Microsoft ASP.NET web
applications often needing to perform lengthy startup tasks, such as generating
and caching content, such delays could sometimes reach up to a minute or more
in some cases.
Such delays are now a thing of the past with the new Application
Initialization feature of IIS 8, which lets you configure IIS to spin up web
applications so they are ready to respond to the first request received.
Application pools can be pre-started instead of waiting for a first request, and
application are initialized when their worker processes start. Administrators can
decide which applications should be preloaded on the server.
In addition, IIS 8 can be configured to return a static “splash page” or other
static content while an application is being initialized so the user feels the website
being accessed is responding instead of failing to respond. This functionality can
be combined with the URL Rewrite module to create more complex types of pregenerated static content.
Application Initialization can be configured at two levels:
 Machine-wide, in the ApplicationHost.config file for the server.
 Per application, in the Web.config file for the application.
The Application Initialization role service of the Web Server role must also
be added to the server to use this feature.
Dynamic IP Address Restrictions
When a web server receives unwanted activity from malicious clients, it can
prevent legitimate users from accessing websites hosted by the server. One way
of dealing with such situations in previous versions of IIS was to use static IP

filtering to block requests from specific clients. Static filtering had two limitations,
however:
 It required that you discover the IP address of the offending client and then
manually configure IIS to block that address.
 There was no choice as to what action IIS would take when it blocked the
client – an HTTP 403.6 status message was always returned to the offending
client.
In IIS 8, however, blocking malicious IP addresses is now much simpler.
Dynamic IP Address Restrictions now provides three kinds of filtering to deal with
undesirable request traffic:
 Dynamic IP address filtering lets you configure your server to block access for
any IP address that exceeds a specified number of concurrent requests or
exceeds a specified number of requests within a given period of time.
 You can now configure how IIS responds when it blocks an IP address; for
example, by aborting the request instead of returning HTTP 403.6 responses to
the client.
 IP addresses can be blocked not only by client address, but also by addresses
received in the X-Forwarded-For HTTP header used in proxy mode.
Configuring dynamic IP address filtering
To configure dynamic IP address filtering for your server, website, or folder
path, select the corresponding IP Address And Domain Restrictions node in IIS
Manager and click Edit Dynamic Restriction Settings in the Actions pane. This
opens the Dynamic IP Restriction Settings dialog box shown in Figure 4-4, which
lets you deny IP addresses based on the number of concurrent requests and/or
the number of requests received over a specified period of time.

FIGURE 4-4 – Configuring dynamic IP address filtering.
Once dynamic IP address filtering has been configured, you can configure
how IIS responds to clients whose requests are dynamically filtered. To do this,
select the appropriate IP Address And Domain Restrictions node in IIS Manager
and click Edit Feature Settings in the Actions pane. Doing this opens the Edit IP
And Domain Restriction Settings dialog box shown in Figure 4-5, which lets you
specify the type of response and whether to enforce such responses when the
incoming request passes through a proxy, such as a firewall or load balancer, that
changes the source IP address of the request.

FIGURE 4-5 – Configuring the response behavior to dynamically filtered requests,
including when a proxy is encountered along the request path.
FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions
Brute-force attacks can create a Denial-of-Service (DoS) condition that can
prevent legitimate users from accessing an FTP server. To prevent this from
happening, IIS 8 includes a new feature called FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions
that lets you block offending users from logging on to an IIS FTP server for a
specified period of time. Unlike the Dynamic IP Address Restrictions described in
the previous section, which blacklists any client whose IP address violates the
configured dynamic IP address filtering settings, FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions
uses a “graylisting” approach that denies only the offending user for a certain
period of time. However, by configuring this time period to be slightly more than
that specified by your domain account lockout policy, you can prevent malicious
users from locking legitimate users out of accessing your FTP server.
Configuring FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions
To configure FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions for FTP sites on your server,
select the FTP Logon Attempt Restrictions node for your server in IIS Manager and
click the Open Feature item in the Actions pane. This displays the settings shown
in Figure 4-6, which let you enable the feature and specify a maximum number of
failed logon attempts within a given amount of time. Alternatively, you can
enable this feature in logging-only mode to collect data concerning possible
brute-force password attacks being conducted against your server.
Generating Windows PowerShell scripts using IIS Configuration Editor
Although IIS Manager lets you configure many aspects of IIS, there are a
number of configuration settings that are not exposed in the user interface. To
configure these settings, you need to drill down and edit configuration files like
ApplicationHost.config, the root configuration file that includes detailed
definitions of all sites, applications, virtual directories, and application pools on
the server, as well as global defaults for all web server settings. These
configuration files are schematized XML files, and you can either edit them in

Notepad (yikes!) or use the Configuration Editor, one of the management
features in IIS Manager.

New in IIS 8 is the capability of using the Configuration Editor to generate a
Windows PowerShell script for any configuration changes that you make to your
server using the Configuration Editor. This capability can be particularly useful for
cloud hosting providers who need to automate the configuration of large
numbers of web servers because you can use such a generated script as a
template for creating a finished script that can perform the task that you need to
automate.
Let’s see how this works. The section “Application Initialization,” earlier in
this lecture, discussed how you can globally configure application pools on your
server so that web applications on the server are initialized before the first
request comes in to access them. To enable Application Initialization globally like
this, you can edit the ApplicationHost.config file so that the following line in the
<applicationPools> section:
<add name=".NET v4.5" managedRuntimeVersion="v4.0" />

changes to this:

<add name=".NET v4.5" startMode="AlwaysRunning"
managedRuntimeVersion="v4.0" />

To do this using IIS Manager, open the Configuration Editor and select
applicationPools in the system.applicationHost/applicationPools section as shown
here:

Then you expand applicationPoolDefaults and change startMode from
OnDemand to AlwaysRunning:

Once you’ve applied this change, you can click the Generate Script item in
the Actions pane. Doing this opens the Script Dialog dialog box, and on the
PowerShell tab is a Windows PowerShell script that you can customize to
automate this configuration change on other servers in your farm:

Note that configuration of Application Initialization requires some
additional steps.
Support for open standards

Support for open industry standards is important in a heterogeneous world.
Platforms need to interoperate seamlessly so that companies can focus on doing
business instead of solving technical problems. Hybrid solutions are becoming the
norm, and web hosting platforms need to support a wide variety of different
development paradigms and communication protocols so that innovation can
continue to drive business forward.
IIS 8 in Windows Server 2012 includes support for all the latest web
standards and protocols, such as the WebSocket protocol, HTML 5, Asynchronous
JavaScript And XML (AJAX), and for both ASP.NET 3.5 and ASP.NET 4.5. Together
with Windows Internet Explorer 10 on the client running Windows Server 2012,
and with the next version of the Microsoft Visual Studio development platform,
organizations will have everything they need to build tomorrow’s web.
WebSocket
Interactive web applications developed using HTML 5 and AJAX need secure
real-time bidirectional communications between the web browser client and the
web server. Support for WebSocket in IIS 8 brings just that. And although it’s
designed to be implemented in web browsers and web servers, it can be used by
any client or server application.
How WebSocket works
WebSocket is a stable, open industry-standard protocol that is defined by
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) in RFC 6455 that lets web servers push
messages from the server to the client instead of just letting the client pull
messages from the server. It works by establishing a bidirectional, full-duplex
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) socket that is initiated by HTTP, which makes
it easy for tunneling through proxies and firewalls. It also works well with Layer 4
TCP load balancers. The protocol has low latency and low bandwidth overhead,
and it uses SSL for secure communications. For further details concerning how
WebSocket communications are established, see the sidebar entitled “WebSocket
handshake.”
Support for HTML 5

HTML 5 is an open, industry-standard markup language being developed by
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and the Web Hypertext Application
Technology Working Group (WHATWG). At present, it consists of more than 100
different specifications that define the next generation of web application
technologies. The actual name “HTML 5” can be thought of as a kind of umbrella
term that defines a collection of different HTML, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and
JavaScript specifications that allow developers to create rich, interactive web
applications using asynchronous script execution, drag-and-drop APIs,
sandboxing, channel messaging, and other advanced capabilities.
IIS 8 in Windows Server 2012 includes built-in support for the latest HTML5
standards. Together with Internet Explorer 10 running on Windows Server 2012
and with the upcoming release of Visual Studio 11, businesses will have all the
tools and platforms needed to build the modern, interactive web.

